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The Latest Innovations in Atomic Force Microscopy
and Its Related Techniques
Abstract: Behind the bright scientific minds and their breakthrough discoveries are the scientific tools that
enable them. To discover, one needs to visualize, measure and characterize the samples under
investigation. As science moves into nanoscale world of research and development, Atomic Force
Microscope (AFM) has been widely used as it provides various physical property information in nanometer
scale resolution, not only in air but also in liquid and vacuum. However, conventional AFM suffers from
measurement accuracy and operational complexity. In this talk, I would like to present the new, advanced
AFM that has a separated x-y scanner from the z scanner, provides true non-contact mode, and renders
automatic parameter setting capability. The new AFM not only provides quantitative data with high
reproducibility, but it also operates as simple to use as a point and shoot digital camera. The new AFM
PinPoint mode can precisely measure mechanical properties and electrical properties with controlled
contact force at each measurement points. The nanopipette based Scanning Ion Conductance Microscopy
(SICM) enables advanced Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy (SECM), Scanning Electrochemical Cell
Microscopy (SECCM), as well as in situ live cell nano-microscopy. These new innovative advances in AFM
will certainly help scientist around the world attain their coveted scientific breakthroughs.
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